If *" denotes the space of smooth alternating p-torms on the C° manifold M, we are interested in finding the spaces of Ä-linear maps from *" to *5 that commute with the diffeomorphisms of M. For a compact manifold M these spaces were found by R. S. Palais. In this note we find them for noncompact M.
Palais was particularly interested in the case when V and IF are the space &p of £-forms and the space i>5 of ç-forms respectively, OrSp, q^n. There are three cases when ê(Qp, $g) is nonempty: g($p, $p+i) consists of the exterior derivative d and its real multiples; i(4>p, 5>p) consists of all multiples of the identity; if AI is compact, orientable, and irreversible1 then 0(<i>n, <i>°) consists of the real multiples of integration of w-forms over M. In fact, â($p, $") is empty in all other cases.
For some of his theorems, Palais had to assume that M was compact. The purpose of this note is to lift that restriction.
In particular we have the following new theorems:
Using the method of this note, one can in fact generalize all the theorems in [3 ] to the case of noncompact manifolds. The results of this note are contained in the author's Ph.D. thesis [2] at the University of Toronto. We shall say that (¡> is centered at m. In [3 ] elements of ^ï are called basic forms of the first kind. A family {<j>a} of elements in ^ will be called disjoint if the closures of the corresponding spherical coordinate neighbourhoods Ua are mutually disjoint and the family {Ua} is locally finite. Clearly, the family {<pa} may then be summed. Let 2 denote the collection of all p-forms obtained as the sum of a disjoint family of elements in *?. If <j>E^2, 4>= E« <t><*, <l>aE^u {$«} disjoint, 4>a centered at ma, then we say that d> is centered at the family of points {ma} ■ Let ff denote the space of p-forms of compact support. E E w'i= E zZJl w«i = E E «v.
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